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FROM A  LIST OF THE LITERARY FIGURES, famous and infamous, who  have  interested
themselves in Richard III, the name of Byron stands out  with  a certain inevitability.
Possibly because of his lifelong interest in history, perhaps  because of the  appeal  of
the  Shakespeare  play to his Romantic sensibilities, or  even  perhaps, because of his
own lame foot, Byron had a morbid fascination with Richard III which has gone
surprizingly unnoticed by critics.  Even less well known is the fact  that  on one
occasion at least, this Ricardian preoccupation spilled over  into  his writing.

In his  teens, as a  student  at Cambridge, Byron planned and wrote  a  sizeable
portion of an epic poem called  Bosworth  Field.  The poem  seems to have been
begun some time in the summer of 1807, and the first mention of its existence is
found in a letter written by Byron in London to his friend at Southwell, Elizabeth
Bridget Pigot.

By the by, I have written  at my intervals of leisure, after two in the
morning, 380 lines in blank  verse, of Bosworth Field.  I  have luckily got
Hutton's account.  1 shall  extend  the  poem  to eight or ten books, and shall
have  finished it in  a  year.  Whether  it will be published or not  must
depend  on circumstances. So  much  for  egatism!‘

An epic following Milton in verse form and Shakespeare in subject matter was
a massive  undertaking for a nineteen year old, however talented. Later, and more
realistically, Byron wrote  that  the poem was intended as ‘a work of three or four
years, and most probably never concluded’.2 The first book of the poem was
finished by 11  August, but by the time of  Byron’s  return to Cambridge two and a
half  months  later, only 560 lines  — perhaps another hundred lines or so  — had been
completed. The last we hear of  Bosworth  Field  is in  a  letter of 26 October, when it
is mentioned in  conjunction with  several other  projects.’ Versions  of  some of these
were  later published, but  Bosworth  Field  was  not; possibly because it was not
complete, but more probably because it was not worth printing.‘

Grandiose epics which cannot be sustained are characteristic of  young writers
struggling to find a voice, and in his failure to complete  Bosworth  Field  Byron was
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no different to  hundreds  of  other  aspiring artists. Given its  scope,  it is difficult to
see how an inexperienced writer could possibly have maintained control of the
material. Had it  been  completed, the poem would probably have  totalled some four
or five  thousand  lines. The title, plus Byron’s use of  Hutton’s  Battle  of Bosworth
Field  suggest a concentration on the actual battle  which  would have  been
impossible to spin out to this length: Shakespeare’s play, with its telescopic
account of Richard’s entire adult life is only 3600 lines. From the evidence  — bursts
of effort at two in the morning, research into the subject, initial productivity
slackening off, and then nothing — it would seem  that  the  ‘epic’ was begun in  a
rush of inspiration, and that when the first interest ran  out,  the project was
abandoned.  A  minor technical  hitch, the disruption of his return to Cambridge, or
simply something more interesting for the  poet  to do,would probably have been
enough  to halt his work. In his letter to Elizabeth Pigot of 26 October Byron
records  that  he had  also  written 214 pages of  a  novel, a  poem of 380 lines (an early
version of  English  Bards  and  Scotch Reviewers),  another  poem of 250 lines plus
‘half a  dozen shorter  pieces’.  With his creative attention spread over such a wide
range of  projects, it is scarcely surprizing that  the poem was never completed or
published. Sadly, even  the manuscript is no longer in  existence.’.

From the Ricardian point of View this loss is unfortunate, since whatever the
poem’s literary merits, it would be interesting to see how  Byron  approached  both
the sources and the character of Richard. Byron was always fascinated by history‘—
(from) the moment I could read, my grand  passion" — and quite probably read a
range of  books  as background. Favourable accounts of  Richard’s  reign available to
him include Horace  Walpole’s  Historic Doubts  and George  Buck’s  History of the
Life  and  Reigne  of Richard  111,  although  Byron does not seem to  have  read the
latter until at least  1819.7 The one definite source, the  ‘Hutton’ Byron  refers to in
his letter is The  Battle  of Bosworth  Field,  a 1788 account by the antiquary William
Hutton.  It is possible, but not  likely, that  this  book  was Byron’s inspiration for his
poem (although it may have  supplied the not very imaginitive title). From his
comment, ‘I  have  luckily got Hutton’s  account’, it sounds  more  likely that  he
bought or borrowed it for the purposes of research.

Hutton’s  work was the first major coverage of the battle. His  account  of
Richard’s  reign clears him of the murders of Edward of Lancaster, Henry VI and
his wife Anne, but not of the deaths of Hastings, Rivers, Grey, Vaughan  and the
Princes. However, he dismisses the stories of the hunchback, the withered arm, and
the unnatural birth, and recognizes the distortions of Tudor historians.

Former writers drew  Richard’s  character  from prejudice perhaps he

had  a  greater number of enemies  than  any person in the  whole  system  of

English history They were diligent in  wounding his fame, while his

friends, if he had friends, were  condemned  to silence.  Although many
crimes were laid to his  charge,  yet the  greatest of all was  that  of losing
the  Battle  of Bosworth  .‘

The story of  a  man who gambled and lost all  — life, crown and reputation  -  in a
single battle is not an  unsuitable  one for an epic. Byron's Richard is unlikely to
have been  a  plaster saint, but even if his technical expertise was incapable of
producing a  rounded character, his king would at least  have  had the advantage of
the  poet’s  sympathy.  An interesting contemporary parallel to Richard can be seen
in Byron’s lifelong fascination  with  another flawed hero, Napoleon Bonaparte,
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who was‘ signing the Tilsit treaties  with  Russia at the time of  Bosworth Field’s
conception and was thus much in the news.  When  he came to write his Ode to
Napoleon Bonaparte  in 1814, it is perhaps not insignificant that Byron used one of
Edmund  Kean’ smost famous bits of business  — Richard’s moody tracing of
patterns in the sand on the night before Bosworth’ -  to describe the Emperor’s
defeat.

Kean’ sperformances were later to propel Byron (and  most  of the other
Romantic poets) into new heights of Ricardian enthusiasm, and 1n the absence of
firm evidence to the contrary, it is inevitable to speculate  that  some  influence on
Bosworth  Field  must have  derived from Shakespeare.  That  Byron admired the
Shakespeare character is clear from an unsigned dialogue between Byron and
Shelley, published after the  poets  death and probably by Mary Shelley:

Richard is  heartless  ..  .[but
he is] a  hero, a  man of  mighty
strength of mind. '°

That  Richard  III appealed to Romantic sensibilities' 15 clear from the  outstanding
success the play had on the London stage during this period. In the first fifteen
years of the nineteenth century there  were no fewer  than three  first-rate Richards
(John Philip Kemble, George Frederick  Cooke  and Edmund Kean)' m  a  city with
only two legitimate  theatres, “  and although at the time  Bosworth  Field  was
planned 1n 1807 there had been no public performance of  Richard  111 m  the capital
all  year, there is little doubt  Byron  was familiar with the play. The diaries and
letters he wrote as  a young man 'are peppered with  quot_ations  from it, more  than
any other play in the canon, a  tendency which reaches its peak after 1814 when
Byron  had become friendly with  Kean  and was  a  member of the Dr_ury Lane
committee. Yet Byron IS also unique among the Romantics of his generation in  that
his interest in Richard III was well established  before  Kean? sperformances
sparked off Richard mania in the capital.  Bosworth  Field  predates Kean’s London
debut by nearly seven  "years. If Byron, in his more self-indulgent  moments  tended
to identify himself with a Plantagenet anti-hero of Shakespearean derivation, it was
clearly because  the play and its protagonist appealed to something within himself.

The convention of Richard as Byronic hero has filtered down into the popular
fiction of our own century: like the popular image of Byron, the .popular image of
Richard as propagated by Shakespeare  was and is that of  a  crippled  outcast with
the moral forces of society against  him. How  much  further  this  parallel can be
taken is debatable since Byron was  never  to return to the subject in his poetry
(although his interest in Richard continued into his thirties and there are references
to Kean in at least two later poems).'2 Nevertheless it is  tempting to see  Byron’s
Richard as a forerunner of the full-blown ‘Byronic’ protagonists of his later work,
and lament the loss of  a  Childe Richard  who would certainly have  been an
interesting addition to the literature.
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